JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. By necessity, the Yosemite developed an accommodating relationship with nearby mining camps in the mid 1850s, and a number of Indians started to work for individual argonauts or panned gold for themselves.3 Yosemite Valley lay outside the purview of most mining interests, however, and the Indians preserved a degree of distance and autonomy from neighboring white society that few native groups in the gold country could ever hope for. Consequently, Yosemite became something of a cultural island and, as it had been for centuries, remained an important place for hunting, harvesting various food and medicinal plants, and served as the locale for important religious celebrations. While only a few Indians remained in the valley yearround during these years, most spent the winter months in the lower country to the west with a few hundred returning to Yosemite each year. In the spring of 1857, for instance, an early hotelier observed that an especially "large band of Indians" had come to the valley "on account of a bounteous acorn crop the preceding fall."4 A few weeks later, a Belgian gold miner familiar with the Yosemite region probably encountered the same group of Indians, which numbered about a hundred, when he noted that a large encampment he encountered three years earlier had moved further up the Merced River into the valley.5 Yosemite
and one traveler observed that they had started so many small fires for the purpose of "clearing the ground, the more readily to obtain their winter supply of acorns and wild sweet potato root,' that the fire-glow could be seen from miles away. 6 While the gold rush took a severe toll on the Indians of the central Sierra Nevada, native inhabitants still greatly outnumbered European and American visitors to Yosemite Valley until the early 1860s. Between 1855, when the first pleasure-seeking tourists visited Yosemite, and 1863, only 406 visitors entered the valley. As Yosemite's fame grew and travel became less arduous, however, visitation increased exponentially thereafter. In 1864, the year that President Abraham Lincoln signed the Yosemite Park Act, Yosemite received 147 visitors, but this figure more than doubled the following year and soon rose above 1,100 with the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869.7 Along with increasing numbers of visitors, tourist facilities rapidly expanded as early concessionaires built new hotels, planted orchards and vegetable gardens, plowed and fenced hay fields, blazed trails, and constructed roads.8 Between 1874, when Yosemite received 2,711 tourists, and 1875, the Big Oak Flat Road, the Coulterville Road, and the Wawona Road opened to wagon traffic for the first time, bringing wagon loads of supplies and coaches full of tourists to the valley on a regular basis.9
Despite the dramatic increases in visitation, Indians in Yosemite Valley remained on fairly good terms with their new neighbors and found in the growing tourist industry a means by which they could both earn a livelihood within their rapidly changing world and remain in their ancestral home. A number of small Indian communities in the Sierra foothills made similar adjustments to the changes wrought by growing white settlements, but these so-called rancherias generally persisted only as very small communities of a few families. The Indian population of Yosemite actually grew as tourism increased, however, and a number Although they retained a fair amount of their traditional lifeways, the Yosemite became further integrated into the tourist economy as more and more visitors arrived in the valley. Increasingly, the Indians' presence in Yosemite depended upon their ability to gain employment from hoteliers and concessionaires. Indian men found work chopping wood and putting up hay, labored about the hotels, served as guides, drove sight-seeing wagons, and often provided large private parties with fish and game.14 The Yosemite succeeded especially well at supplying fish to tourist parties who, as many sportsmen reported, almost never had any luck fishing. As one early visitor noted, "trout are abundant in some of the streams, but they are very shy of the hook. The Indians catch them in traps, and frequently supply travelers at twenty-five cents per pound'"15 Yosemite women often worked in the private homes of concessionaires as domestics, and in the hotels they often found work as maids or washerwomen. especially strong in the minds of early tourists, with one visitor in the 1850s even suggesting that Yosemite be left entirely to the Indians. Unlike rapacious Americans, he observed, they showed their "love for the spot the 'Great Spirit' has made so lovely, and hallowed as the hunting ground of [their] forefathers."23 After Yosemite's preservation in the 1860s, another tourist expressed similar sentiments in even more patronizing and romantic language. Thrilled that Yosemite was still home to "Indians, the simple children as of old;' he wrote excitedly of "their bows, and arrows with flint heads; their food mostly acorns pounded in a rock hollowed out perhaps centuries ago for the same purpose; their furniture willow baskets; cooking by heating stones, and throwing them when heated into water; their faces tattooed and painted, and their enjoyments nothing above those of the animal." The government act to preserve a place still inhabited by these "simple children" gave him hope that "the time will never come when Art is sent here to improve Nature."24
The idea that Indians somehow complemented or completed a wilderness scene was also evident in the works of Yosemite's early landscape painters. While images of moder tourists in Yosemite could detract from the sublimity of the landscape, "picturesque" Indians, or Indian-built structures, gave a touch of "native" color to the wilderness and provided a human scale by which to emphasize the grandeur of Yosemite's cliffs and waterfalls.25 The artist and writer Constance Fletcher Gordon Cumming, for instance, found Yosemite Indian encampments to be "filthy" and uninviting, but she could not resist placing them in the foreground of some of her paintings since they brought a "naturalness" and "blessed" touch of color to her art. 32. While early tourists commented on such "fandangos, it is difficult to determine whether they were part of a traditional ceremony that outsiders were invited to witness-perhaps for a fee-or if they were strictly a commercial event. Norris's writings about Indians in Yellowstone have long been criticized, but they still influence a popular belief that Indians never lived in, or extensively utilized, the Yellowstone "wilderness. Alfred Runte's "worthless lands" thesis-that only scenic lands with no residential or economic value have become national parks-may serve well for Anglo-American valuations of these areas, but his assertion that such lands were also worthless to Native Americans is unfounded. Even tribes greatly dependent on buffalo hunting spent a large part of every year in the foothills and high mountain areas of the Rockies. Far from "worthless" these places were often the most frequently inhabited areas since they provided shelter from winter storms and summer heat, sustained large seasonal herds of important game animals such as elk, and served as the locale for large tribal gatherings and gion, however, California Indians rarely marshaled a threatening resistance to the invasion of their homelands. Consequently, the presence of Indians in Yosemite never became a matter of fearful concern among administrators or visitors, even during the highly publicized Modoc War of the early 1870s. Indeed, as one visitor noted in 1872, the Yosemite were altogether "mild" and "harmless;' and wholly unlike the more dangerous tribes further 
